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How To Care For A Potted Christmas Tree

Acclimate Tree
1

Acclimate your tree to indoor temperatures. Slowly bring your tree indoors to not 
shock the outdoor tree by exposing it to warm indoor temperatures. 

The warm temperature will encourage tree growth which is to be avoided.

Check For Bugs
2

Some bugs may remain on the tree into winter and could become active after being 
exposed to the warm temperatures inside the home. 

Although many will stay on the tree, a few may be attracted to sources 
of light, including windows.

Be sure to check the tree, and remove them which can be done by shaking or 
thumping the tree onto a sheet or towel to be disposed of.

Keep It Watered
3

Keep your tree watered. During the transition time, it’s important to ensure that 
your tree is still receiving moisture. 

Soak the rootball so that the soil around the tree is always moist but not overly wet 
or drowning

Spray The Needles
4

Spray your tree with an anti-dessicant or anti-wilt product. This spray will prevent 
the needles of the tree from dropping and help your tree to maintain moisture.

• To use, shake the bottle well. Spray the tops and bottoms of the leaves and 
needles of your tree. Allow the spray to dry outdoors for several hours. 

• One application of spray will last for three to four months. Please see the label of 
your specific anti-desiccant or anti-wilt spray for detailed directions.

Keep It Cool
5

Place your living tree in a cool spot. Keep your tree in as cool a spot as possible 
away from any heaters, radiators or direct sunlight.



Decorations

Decorate carefully. In order to protect your living tree, use LED lights that don’t give 
off heat and hang lighter ornaments that won’t weigh down or damage your tree.

Spend a good half an hour or so getting your Christmas lights positioned just right. 
Start from the top and work your way down, weaving them around every major 
branch and leaving about six inches between the loops. 

Re-Planting

Find a spot that can hold your tree. Before planting it’s important to consider if your 
tree will be able to successfully grow in your area.

• Check if your tree is suitable and able to thrive in your area’s climate.

• Ensure your space is protected from high winds and that it receives adequate 
sunlight.

Maintenance

Maintain the moisture in your tree. Continually water your living tree while it is 
indoors so it doesn’t dry out. If the tree dries out, it may be unable to recover.

• Check the water level in your tree’s basin regularly.

• If the root ball of your tree is wrapped in burlap, place the root ball in a tub. Add 
mulch on top of the root ball to help increase moisture.

• Ensure there is 1-2” of water at the bottom of your tub or container. Any more 
than that may drown the roots.

• To add more moisture, use a spray bottle to spray water onto the leaves and 
branches of the tree. Be careful when spraying near lights or ornaments.

• As an alternative to adding water, you can place crushed ice overtop your tree’s 
root ball.

Digging The Soil

Dig the hole for your tree before the soil freezes. If frozen soil is an issue in your 
area, be sure to dig the hole for your tree early in the winter before the ground 
freezes over.

• Dig a hole about four to five times the size of your tree’s root ball in diameter and 
slightly shallower than the root ball in depth

Remove & Plant

Remove the container or covering around your tree’s root ball once you are ready to 
replant. Only natural burlap or biodegradable containers are safe to be planted. 
Treated burlap, nylon or plastic containers must be removed.

• If after removing the covering your tree’s roots are bound tightly together, gently 
break up the massed roots on the outer layer of the root ball.

• Plant your tree in the pre-dug hole. Plant your tree slightly higher than the 
surrounding soil to help with drainage.
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How To Care For A Cut Christmas Tree

Make a space
1

Cover the floor
2

Choose and clear a location for the tree. It should be kept away from open flames 
or heat sources, which may dry it out prematurely. Trees do sometimes burn so be 
careful. Corners are good places to put trees because this placement keeps the tree 
safe from knocks and bumps.

If you'll be using lights to decorate your tree, place the tree close to an outlet. If this 
isn't possible, you'll need to use an extension cord. Be sure that if you use an 
extension cord, it runs along to wall and doesn't create a trip hazard.

Cover the floor where the tree will be placed. You can use a properly sewn tree skirt 
or be budget savvy and use Christmas-themed paper or a piece of satin fabric as 
shown. This will not only serve decorative purposes, but it will also help protect the 
floor in case any water splashes out. 

If you have a skirt that goes over the cradle, you can still place a barrier underneath 
the cradle and apply the decorative skirt after the tree has been mounted. Not only 
does this make the tree more presentable but it prevents pets from attempting or 
wanting to drink the water in the base.

Prepare the tree
3

Prepare the base of your tree. Using a small handsaw, cut about a half inch to an 
inch (1.3cm-2.5cm) off the bottom to aid water absorption.

Note: It is recommended that you don't cut the base at an angle, in a V-shape or 
drill a hole in the base. None of these methods help water absorption and they may 
make it more difficult to hold the tree safely in the stand.

DO NOT cut the tree with a reciprocal saw or any blade that moves so fast that it 
will create friction. If the cut gets hot enough, the sap in the tree will seal the end 
and make water absorption impossible. A chainsaw or manual saw will work.

Mounting the tree
4

Mount your tree within eight hours of cutting the base. That is how long a fresh tree 
can go without water before absorption is jeopardized. A Christmas tree should 
never be mounted dry. It is much better to place it in a container of water that is 
replenished on a regular basis. You can buy special tree cradles or stands which 
screw into the base of the tree and provide watering space. 

Or, you can go for the rougher but tried-and-true method of using a bucket filled 
with small rocks (put the tree in, fill the bucket with rocks around the trunk). The 
tree should be provided with 1 quart (950ml) of water for every inch (2.5cm) in 
trunk diameter.

Note: ensure that whatever you use, the tree is stable. Don't whittle down the bark 
of the tree just so that it can fit in the stand - that outer layer is the part that 
absorbs the most water.



Keep it straight
5

Decorating Safely
6

Make sure the tree is straight. It is a good idea for at least two people to put up the 
tree, one holding it stable while the other fixes the base. Always stand back to 
check that the tree is straight before you get busy decorating. Obviously, it is 
easiest to fix at this stage.
Before decorating let the tree sit for a while to "settle" into its shape. Some suggest 
just an hour or so, others overnight.

Decorate the tree. For many, this is the most enjoyable part. It's also a good time to 
think about Christmas tree safety. A properly maintained Christmas tree should not 
be a fire hazard, as long as you use common sense in decorating it. For example:
6.1 - Check each string of lights to ensure that the bulbs are working properly.
6.2 - Inspect the cords to make sure they are not frayed or bitten by pets, and that 
the connections are secure.
6.3 - Discard any decorations that look questionable and replace them. Tree 
ornaments are not expensive items to replace, but your house is.
6.4 - Place small and fragile ornaments out of the reach of small children and pets 
to prevent accidental breakage or ingestion.

Post prep care
7

Water the tree. To start, you'll need to make sure your tree gets lots of water 
because in the first few hours that it's settling in, it will need plenty and will drink 
like crazy (possibly a full gallon/3.7 liters on the first day). (Also see Tips below.) 
Afterward, you will need to add water almost every day. 

Not only is regular water good for the tree's vitality, but a well-watered tree is less 
dry and therefore, less combustible. Make sure you never let the water level go 
below the base of the tree.

Some people put an aspirin in the water to help keep it fresh. Some also add Ginger 
Ale, Sprite™ or another similar soda drink (fizzy lemonade) to feed their tree. 

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4

Disposing of tree
8

Dispose of your tree as garden waste. Your tree has given you its life and has done a 
great service in being a part of your Christmas spirit. If your municipality has a tree 
collection program, you can make use of it. If you have room in the garden, you can 
leave your tree there until spring, when you can chip it into garden mulch (or, if you 
live where Christmas occurs in summer, you can chip the tree as soon as you 
remove it).

Some people choose to dispose of their old and decaying Christmas trees in lakes. 
If you live in an area warm enough to do this, consider that a Christmas tree would 
provide a healthy hiding place for fish and other underwater critters. Check with 
local officials or park rangers before depositing old trees into lakes



Check Out Our Christmas Range

The Krinner Christmas tree stands are equipped with the original single cable operation. 
The clever clamping device guarantees equal claw pressure around the trunk.

Just place your tree in the open stand and pump the foot pedal until the claws have firm 
contact to the trunk, ready! 

Vario Premium Stands
Available up to 10ft trees.

Vario Premium XXLarge Stands
Available for up to 14ft trees.

The Cinco stands are of similar construction and brings an economy stand for trees. 
These stands utilise a screw bolt system for ease of use and quick set up and 

incorporates pins / bolts for added strength with larger trees.

Cinco Classic Stands
Available for up to 12ft trees.

Cinco Advantage Stands
Available up to 8ft trees.

Cinco Express Stands
Available up to 12ft trees.

Vario Basic/Standard Stands
Available up to 7ft trees.



Nordmann Fir

Norway Spruce

Fraser Fir

The Norway Spruce or ‘Picea abies’ has been considered the 
quintessential British Christmas tree since Victoria times when 
Prince Albert popularised the idea of bringing trees into the 

home.

This variety is a firm favourite that adorns Christmas imagery 
all over the world. It is especially popular as an outdoor 
Christmas tree and makes a great focal point due to its 

commanding potential height.

Native to the Caucasus mountains in Georgia and southern Russia, 
the Nordmann Fir (Abies nordmanniana) has seen a steady rise in 
popularity to become the most popular Christmas tree in the UK.

The tree has a consistently symmetrical growth habit with a wide 
base that gently curves upwards towards the ends of the lower 

branches, leaving plenty of space for presents underneath.

The Fraser is growing in popularity year on year. The Fraser 
originates from Canada and North America where it is the biggest 

selling Christmas tree. 

The reason for its popularity is its excellent needle retention 
coupled with a beautiful orangey scent. The Fraser has a slimmer 

more wispy look to the Noble and Nordman. Another soft needled 
fir ideal for those with youngsters.






